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Abstract
With the growing popularity of the Internet, there is increasing interest in using it for audio and video transmission. Periodic network overloads, leading to bursty packet losses, have always been a key problem for network researchers. In a long-haul, heterogeneous network like the Internet, handling such an error becomes especially difficult. Perceptual studies of audio and video viewing have shown that bursty losses have the most annoying effect on people, and hence critical issues to be addressed for applications such as Internet phone, video conferencing, distance learning, etc. Classical error handling techniques have focused on applications like FTP and are geared towards ensuring that the transmission is correct, with no attention to lateness. For isochronous traffic like audio and video, timeliness is a key criterion, and given the high degree of content redundancy, some loss of content is quite acceptable. In this paper we introduce the concept of error spreading, which is a transformation technique that takes the input sequence of packets (from an audio or video stream) and scrambles its packets before transmission. The packets are unscrambled at the receiving end. The transformation is designed to ensure that bursty losses in the transformed domain get spread all over the sequence in the original domain. Perceptual studies have shown that users are much more tolerant of a uniformly distributed loss of low magnitude. We next describe a continuous media transmission protocol based on this idea, and validate its performance through an experiment performed on the Internet.
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1 Introduction
Due to the phenomenal growth of multimedia systems and their applications, there have been numerous research efforts directed at providing a continuous media (CM) service over varying types of networks. With the boom of the Internet, continuous media like audio and video are using the Internet as the principal medium for transmission. However, the Internet provides a single class best effort service, and does not provide any sort of guarantees [1]. A characteristic of networks of special concern to this paper is transmission errors, and specifically the dropping of data packets. Packets are dropped when the network becomes congested, and given the nature of this phenomenon, strings of successive packets are often dropped [2, 3], leading to significant bursty errors [4]. This bursty loss behavior has been shown to arise from the drop-tail queuing discipline adopted in many Internet routers [5].

Handling bursty errors has always been problematic, especially since no good models exist for its prediction. On the other hand, most applications do not tolerate bursty error, making it imperative that they be handled in a good manner. Perceptual studies on continuous media viewing have shown that user dissatisfaction increases dramatically beyond a certain threshold of bursty error [6, 7, 8]. This is especially so for audio, where the threshold is quite small, and hence this issue is quite pressing for applications like the Internet phone. These observations point quite solidly to the need for development of efficient mechanisms to control bursty errors in continuous media streaming through networks. Redundancy is the key to handling packet loss damage in standard communication protocols. There are two main classes of schemes, namely the reactive schemes and the proactive schemes. Reactive schemes respond by taking some action once transmission error has been detected, while pro-active schemes take some action in advance to avoid errors. A protocol such as TCP is reactive since the receiver sends a feedback to the sender upon detecting an error, in response to which the receiver will transmit the lost packet. The reaction can be initiated by the source or the sink. Source initiated reaction occurs in schemes based on feedback combined with retransmission like [1, 9, 10]. The feedback control can be based on stream rate [11, 12], bandwidth [13], loss/delay [1] and a wide variety of network QoS parameters [14, 15, 16]. Client initiated reaction occurs in reconstruction based schemes like [17, 18]. Coding data in an error correcting manner before transmission is a pro-active scheme where any packet corruption can be handled because of the coding scheme ([19] and Forward Error Correction Codes [20, 21]). Each of these classes of schemes requires extra bandwidth, for feedback and retransmission in the first, and for extra bits in the second category. This need for extra bandwidth can exacerbate the problem, especially since network congestion is the principal culprit for the bursty errors. One more approach that has been proposed, is to provide the real time needs of CM applications over other services like RSVP and RTP, which offer varying degree of performance guarantees for applications [22, 23]. Services like RTP/RSVP require that some resource allocation and/or reservation mechanism be provided by the network [1]. Since these mechanisms are not yet widely deployed in the Internet, our focus has not been on them.

Recent work ([24, 25]) has proposed schemes where the overall characteristics of the data being transmitted can be used to control the transmission error. For e.g., [25] has proposed selectively dropping video frames on the sender side,
based on a cost-benefit analysis which takes into account the desired Quality of Service (QoS). This is quite effective in a LAN (senders are known and cooperative) or the Internet using RED gateways where during congestion, the probability that the gateway notifies a particular connection to reduce its window is roughly proportional to that connection's share of the bandwidth through the gateway [26]. Since drop-tail queueing discipline is still adopted in many routers [5], this scheme may not be directly applicable yet.

In this paper we propose a new type of scheme for handling bursty errors, which we call error spreading. A key advantage of this scheme is that it is not based on redundancy, and hence requires absolutely no extra bandwidth. The main idea is that we do not try to reduce overall error, but rather tradeoff bursty error (the bad error) for average error (the good error). Perceptual study of continuous media viewing [6, 7, 8] has shown that a reasonable amount of overall error is acceptable, as long as it is spread out, and not concentrated in spots. A similar approach has been taken by [4]. They have used a random scrambling technique with redundant reconstruction for audio, and as stated by them they have not investigated the buffer requirements. We have established clearly the bounds and the relationship between buffer requirement and user perceived quality in a bounded bursty network error scenario.

In this paper we make several contributions. First, we formulate the problem of error handling in continuous media transmission as a tradeoff between the user QoS requirements, network characteristics, and sender resource availability. Second, we provide a complete analytical solution for the special case where the network errors are bounded. While this solution may be of actual use in some specialized networks, e.g., a tightly controlled real-time network, its principal use is in providing important mathematical relationships that can be used as the basis of protocols for general networks. Next, we use this analysis to develop such a protocol for networks where there is no bound on the error. Finally, we present results of an experimental evaluation that illustrates the benefits of the proposed scheme.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 formulates the problem and Section 3 presents a mathematical analysis of the bounded network error case. Section 4 presents the transmission protocol, while Section 5 describes its evaluation. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Problem Formulation

This section briefly discusses the content based continuity QoS metrics introduced in [7]. Then, we define our problem based on the metrics introduced.

2.1 QoS metrics

For the purpose of describing QoS metrics for lossy media streams, CM stream is envisioned as a flow of data units (referred to as logical data units - LDUs in the uniform framework of [27]). In our case, we take a video LDU to be a frame, and an audio LDU to constitute 8000/30, i.e. 266 samples of audio\(^1\). Given a rate for streams consisting of these LDUs, we envision that there is time slot for each LDU to be played out. In the ideal case a LDU should appear at the beginning of its time slot. In this paper, we use only the content based continuity metrics proposed in [7], and issues arising out of rates and drifts (discussed in [7]) are not considered. Note also that we shall use the term LDU and frame interchangeably.

The above figure is from [7]. Ideal contents of a CM stream are specified by the ideal contents of each LDU. Due to loss, delivery or resource over-load problems, appearance of LDUs may deviate from this ideal, and consequently lead to discontinuity. The metrics of continuity are designed to measure the average and bursty deviation from the ideal specification. A loss or repetition of a LDU is considered a unit loss in a CM stream. (A more precise definition is given in [7]). The aggregate number of such unit losses is the aggregate loss (ALF) of a CM stream, while the largest consecutive non-zero loss is its consecutive loss (CLF). In the example streams of Fig. 1, stream 1 has an aggregate loss of 2/4 and a consecutive loss of 2, while stream 2 has an aggregate loss of 2/4 and a consecutive loss of 1. The reason for the lower consecutive loss in stream 2 is that its losses are more spread-out than those of stream 1. Note that the metrics already takes care of losses (both consecutive and aggregate) that arise due timing drifts [7].

In a user study [6] it has been determined that the tolerable value for consecutive losses is two frames. For audio this limit was about three frames.

2.2 Problem Statement

One of the most important factors that affect the quality of a CM stream is the Consecutive Loss Factor [7] (CLF). Networks often lose frames in bursts, alternating between lossy burst and successful burst [4, 2, 3, 5]. This often causes unacceptably high CLF. Our objective is to decrease the CLF given the same network characteristics. The main idea is loss spreading, or distributing consecutive loss over some time period. The idea is best illustrated by the example in Table 1. The network channel loses 5 consecutive frames numbered from 6 to 10. Thus, sending 12 frames in sequence causes CLF of 5, while sending them in a scrambled sequence causes a CLF of only 1. We now formally state the problem.

Bursty Error Reduction Problem (BERD)

- **Objective**: to reduce the bursty error, i.e. CLF, to a perceptually acceptable level (by spreading it out over the stream).

- **Input parameters**:
  - \( m \) is the sender's buffer size, in terms of LDUs.
  - \( m \) is determined by the sender's operating environment and its current status.

\(^1\)SunAudio has 8-bit samples at 8kHz, and an audio frame constitutes of 266 such samples equivalent to a play time of one video frame, i.e. 1/30 second.
\[ p \] is the upper bound on the size of a bursty loss in the communication channel, within a window of \( m \) LDUs (we relax this assumption in section 4).

\( k \) is the user’s maximum acceptable CLF.

- **Output**: a permutation function \( f \) on \( S = \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, m\} \) which decides the order in which a set of \( m \) consecutive LDUs must be sent. Moreover, the system is expected to give the lower bound \( k_0 \) which is the minimum CLF that can be supported in this constrained environment.

- **Assumption**: two consecutive bursty loss are at least \( m \) LDUs apart.

There is a typical trade off between buffer size \( m \) and CLF \( k \). The greater \( m \) is, the less \( k \) we can support but also the greater memory requirement and initial delay time. Given \( m_0 \), line \( m = m_0 \) cuts the boundary curve at \( k_0 \), at or above which we can support. Conversely, given \( k_0 \), line \( k = k_0 \) intersects the curve at \( m_0 \), at or above which the buffer size should be to support \( k_0 \).

There are several points worth noticing. Firstly, we deal only with data streams that have no inter-frame dependency such as Motion-JPEG or uncompressed data streams (audio, video, sensor data, \ldots). The reason for this is that it allows us to consider every frame to be equally important; thus, we can permute the frames in any way we would like to. Secondly, the frames in these types of streams have relatively comparable sizes. For example, a sequence of MJPEG frames only has a change in size significantly when the scene switches. So, no matter if it is us who send the frames by breaking them up into equal size UDP packets or it is the transport layer interface (TII) which does so, a consecutive packet loss implies a proportional consecutive frame loss. Finally, to satisfy our assumption that two consecutive lost windows are at least \( m \) frames apart, closer lost windows can be combined and consider to be a larger lost window.

### 3 Bounded Network Error Case

In this section, we will discuss the cases where continuous network loss \( p \) is bounded. The following theorem summarize our work on the deterministic cases.

**Theorem 1** If \( p \) is bounded and \( m \) is fixed, then

- \( k_0 = 0 \) when \( p = 0 \)
- \( k_0 = m \) when \( p \geq m \)
- \( k_0 = 1 \) when \( 0 < p \leq \frac{m}{2} \).
$k_0 = \left[ \frac{p}{m-p+1} \right] + 1$ when $0 < \frac{p}{m} < p < m$.

**Proof:** The first two cases are trivially satisfied. The other two cases are immediate from the lemmas and theorems (which we are not providing because of lack of space) given in [28]. Note that if the desired $k_0$ is given, these formulas allow us to also find the minimum buffer size $m_0$ to achieve $k_0$.

Algorithm calculatePermutation($m, p$) specifies the appropriate permutation function for the four cases considered in theorem 1. (Note: % denotes mod)

```plaintext
calculatePermutation($m, p$)
if $p \leq 0$ or $p \geq m$ then
  do nothing (the bounds are assumed to be known)
end if
if $p \leq \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right]$ then
  $p' \leftarrow \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right]
else
  if $m$ is odd then
    for $i \leftarrow 1$ to $m$ do
      $f(i) \leftarrow \left( (i-1) \times p' + m \right) + 1$
    end for
  else
    for $i \leftarrow 1$ to $m$ do
      $f(i) \leftarrow p' \times \left[ \frac{i}{2} \right] + \left[ \frac{i}{2} \right]
    end for
  for $i \leftarrow 1$ to $m$ do
    $a_i \leftarrow i \times (r+2)$
  end for
  if $m = r + 1$ then
    for $i \leftarrow 1$ to $r + 1$ do
      $a_i \leftarrow \left( (r-i) \times (r+2) \right)$
    end for
  if $m = 2r + 1$ then
    for $i \leftarrow 1$ to $2r + 1$ do
      $a_i \leftarrow \left( (r-i) \times (r+2) \right)$
    end for
  end if
  $C \leftarrow \{1, \ldots, m\} - \{a_1, \ldots, a_r\} - \{b_1, \ldots, b_{r-1}\}$
  $C$ is extracted in increasing order.
  for $i \leftarrow 1$ to $r + 1$ do
    $a_i \leftarrow i \times (r+2)$
  end for
end if
end if
```

Notice that the algorithm takes only linear time. As can be seen from the algorithm, the proposed permutation functions are divided into various cases depending on the relationships between $m$ and $p$. Here we list several examples to illustrate these cases.

**Example 1:** $0 < p \leq \frac{m}{2}$ and $m$ is odd. Let $m = 17$ and $p = 7$. Applying our permutation on $S = \{1, 2, \ldots, 17\}$ gives us the following sequence:

$S' = \{1 6 11 16 4 9 14 2 7 12 17 5 10 15 3 8 13\}$

**Example 2:** $0 < p \leq \frac{m}{2}$ and $m$ is even. Let $m = 16$ and $p = 8$. Applying our permutation on $S = \{1, 2, \ldots, 16\}$ gives us the following sequence.

$S' = \{2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1 3 5 7 9 11 13 15\}$

As can be seen, there are no two consecutive integers in any sliding window of size $p$ or less ($k_0 = 1$ in both examples).

**Example 3:** $0 < \frac{m}{2} < p < m$, and $m$ mod $(\left[ \frac{p}{m-p+1} \right] + 2) = \left[ \frac{p}{m-p+1} \right] + 1$. Let $m = 17, p = 9$.

Thus, $k_0 = \left[ \frac{9}{17-9+1} \right] + 1 = \left[ \frac{9}{9} \right] + 1 = 2$. The resulting permutation is $S' = \{16 12 8 4 14 13 11 7 5 3 1 14 10 6 2\}$

Thus, no sliding window of size 9 contains more than $k_0 = 2$ consecutive integers.

**Example 4:** $0 < \frac{m}{2} < p < m$, and $m$ mod $(\left[ \frac{p}{m-p+1} \right] + 2) = \left[ \frac{p}{m-p+1} \right] + 1$. Let $m = 17, p = 12$.

Thus, $k_0 = \left[ \frac{12}{17-12+1} \right] + 1 = \left[ \frac{12}{6} \right] + 1 = 3$. Applying our scheme gives us permutation:

$S' = \{16 12 8 4 14 13 11 7 5 3 1 14 10 6 2\}$

and no sliding window of size 12 contains more than $k_0 = 3$ consecutive integers.

**Benefits of solving the bounded error case**

The assumption that $p$ is known can be envisioned in future networks where some sort of QoS guarantees are provided, such as ATM, Internet2, etc. More importantly, it gives us a rigid background to solve the unbounded error case.

4 Unbounded Network Error Case

4.1 Permutation adjustment protocol

Our protocol is a simple feedback based protocol. Some CM systems use TCP/IP for communication [29]. But it has been shown in [30] that CM applications based on TCP are unstable when the real time bandwidth requirements fall below available bandwidth. Thus in this protocol, we use the UDP communication model (like [31, 32]). We dynamically use the solution provided in the deterministic cases as a mechanism for the non-deterministic scenario presented here. We assume that $m$, the buffer size, is known in advance by both client and server. This can also be part of an initial negotiation.

At the server side, a buffer of size $m$ is kept. Server permutates frames (actually frame indices) based on current set of parameters, then initiates transmission of the frames in the buffer. Server changes the permutation scheme based on client’s feedback. The permutation scheme changes only at the start of the next buffer of frames.

At the client side, the client waits for a period of Cycle = $m$/frameRate (time needed for the client’s buffer to be filled up) and calculates consecutive network loss for this buffer window. The client keeps track of the previous window’s estimated network consecutive loss and sends its next estimation back to the server. It sends feedback (ACK) in a UDP packet. Note that ACK packet is also given a sequence number so that out of order ACK packets will be ignored. The server makes decision based on the maximum sequence number sequenced ACK.

Given a buffer of size $m$, initially the server assumes the average case where $p = \left[ \frac{m}{2} \right]$. Denote $p_t$ as the actual consecutive network loss, and $p_t^*$ as the estimated network loss in the $t^{th}$ window. We use exponential averaging to estimate next loss. Suppose we are currently at the $n^{th}$ window, $p_n^*$ is determined by

$$p_n^* = \{\alpha p_n + (1-\alpha)p_{n-1}\}^*$$
In this experiment, we have picked $\alpha = \frac{1}{2}$. This value turns out to work just fine, as shown in section 5. Whether or not there exists an optimal value for $\alpha$ is subject to further investigation. Basically, $\alpha$ measures how much weight we would like to give to the current network status. The larger $\alpha$ is, the less weight we give to the history of network behavior. $p_n^t$ is rounded up because we want to assume the worse error.

4.2 Illustration of the protocol

Figure 3 illustrates an example of how client and server interact. $< j, j_i >$ is the time where server sends the $i$th frame of the $j$th packet window. $ACK_j$ containing the estimated $p_n^t$ sent back by the client. By the time server gets $ACK_j$, it could be in the $(k-1)$th buffer window. So, it uses $ACK_j$ for the $k$th buffer window. Lastly, $ACK_{j-1}$ is lost, so we have not used it for transmission of any of the buffer window subsequently.

Figure 3: A sample session

5 Experimental Evaluation

The following two sections present the evaluation of our scheme in two scenarios. In one case the protocol described in section 4.1 has been implemented and tested over a long haul network. In the second case, we use a data set extracted from a real-time application such as Internet Phone and simulate our protocol. We show the reduction in CLF in both cases. Our protocol has smoothed out CLF to be within the range of perceptually acceptable tolerance. Also, it adapts quite well with abnormality in network loss pattern. Moreover, almost all of CLF values are within the range of perceptual tolerance (see section 2.1). Thus this approach of using End User QoS as a direct means to control Media Delivery shows a lot of promise. There are a number of extensions to the protocol which we have been and are currently looking into. These are briefly discussed in section 6;

5.1 Video Experiment over a Long Haul Network

We have conducted experiments of sending two MJPEG video clips over LAN and WAN. Due to limited space, only the result of WAN is shown here. However, the behavior of our protocol is the same in both cases. We transferred data from a UltraSpacr1 (rawana.cs.umn.edu) in Computer Science department, University of Minnesota to another SunSpacr (lombock.cs.umn.edu) in Computer Science department, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee. The experiment was conducted at 9:45am when network traffic is expected to be average. Both clips have resolution $512 \times 384$. Clip 1 frame sizes varies from 5376 to 36364 bytes with 9544 bytes as the median, 10845 bytes as the mean and 4450.7 is the standard variation. These numbers for clip 2 respectively are 5072, 34408, 10282, 10916 and 3642.8. Clip 1 contains 2607 frames and clip 2 contains 1736 frames. Our buffer window is of size 50. Three times "traceroute" told us that the packets typically go through 14 hops in between. A sample traceroute session is as follows:

```
3 rawana.cs.umn.edu (105.34.248.244) 2 ms 5 ms 1 ms
2 csc-router.umn.edu (152.241.192.254) 23 ms 4 ms 2 ms
1 cbs-router.umn.edu (128.107.130.254) 6 ms 1 ms 1 ms
2 15-gateways.net (198.136.98.5) 3 ms 1 ms 1 ms
3 bsn392-47110.chicago-cm.net (196.70.146.15) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
4 corp-clit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
5 corp-clit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
6 corp-clit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
7 corp-clit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
8 corpclit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
9 corpclit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
10 corpclit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
11 corpclit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
12 corpclit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
13 corpclit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
14 corpclit-103.chicago-cm.net (124.70.95.49) 11 ms 11 ms 11 ms
```

Figure 4 shows the result. As can be seen from the figure, our scheme has done quite well smoothing network consecutive losses. In a few cases our CLF is 1 higher (clip 2) but that was due to rapid changes in network loss behavior and it is expected. Most of the time CLF is well below and also within tolerable perceptual limits (see section 2.1).

Figure 4: Video transmitted over a long haul network

5.2 Simulation: Using Internet Phone data

The data 3 was collected for an Internet Voice or Voice on Networks (VON) application. The server is vermout.ue.manitoba.ca (Canada) and the Client is rawana.cs.umn.edu (Minnesota, USA). vermout and rawana are both SUN UltraSpacr1 workstations, running Solaris V2.6 and V2.5 respectively. Each host is on a 10 Mbps Ethernet (LAN). The transmission is over the Internet and the data set was collected on a Saturday, from 10 am to

---

3 Thanks to Mr. Thanh C. Nguyen at the Department of Computer Science, University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee for helping us in conducting this experiment.
4 Thanks to Mr. Difu Su, Computer Science Department, University of Washington, for providing us with the data set.
2 pm. The two files presented here are of voice packets of sizes 160 and 480 bytes. As can be seen from figure 5, the actual CLF's of network losses are varying while the CLF based on our protocol always has lower CLF (in this case CLF=1, implying no consecutive losses).

![Figure 5: Real-time application such as Internet Phone](image)

### 6 Concluding Remarks

In this paper we have addressed the problem of handling bursty losses in continuous media transmission. We formulated the problem in terms of a number of parameters including user QoS requirements, sender resource availability, and network loss behavior. We introduced the idea of error spreading, which takes spots of concentrated bursty losses and spreads it evenly over the entire stream. This makes the stream more acceptable from a perceptual viewpoint [6]. Our experiments over the Internet show that the scheme is quite effective.

Our ongoing work is addressing a number of issues. First, we want to develop an analytical formulation for the unbounded network error case. Second, we want to develop more sophisticated scrambling techniques, and evaluate them through analysis and experimentation. Thirdly, modeling of streams which have inter-frame dependency, such as MPEG needs to be done. Finally, we want to extend this idea to groups of synchronized streams.
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